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Objectives/Goals
I strive to determine the effect of adjusting gravitational potential energy and effort force on a golf swing
and the resulting ball flight. I hypothesize that the maximum gravitational potential energy, in conjunction
with the maximum effort force, will produce the most desirable resulting ball flight.

Methods/Materials
I constructed one catapult-styled testing mechanism, using a 9-iron golf club as the lever and placing the
fulcrum on the grip were the player's hands are used. I could adjust the weight (input force) used by
adding ankle weights to the shaft above the club head and the height (potential energy) by measuring the
distance from the club head to the ground.

Results
The results of the experiment were drawn using a swing-simulator at a golf shop. The simulator is a wall
designed to interpret ball speed, total distance (including curved roll), carry distance (the actual linear
distance), and the loft of the shot using the impact of the ball.

Conclusions/Discussion
Full swing trials were successful in achieving the maximum distance records; however, they were also
inconsistent. The half-swing trials produced considerable distance with regularity, although the greatest
distance never matched that of the full swing.  Adding mass to the club did increase distance in some
cases, but more frequently decreased swing accuracy and detracted from distance. In fact, the greatest
distance was achieved in a trial with no weight added to the club.

Using experimental data to understand the relationship between output distance, flight trajectory, and ball
speed, and gravitational potential energy and input force.

Used golf swing simulator at The Golf Mart Superstore (2040 Fremont Blvd, Seaside, CA, 93955);
assisted by Jeffree, a sales associate; Father helped construct machine
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